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Renaming zoom profile

Rename your zoom profile to include your breakout room 
number before your name (i.e., 4 – Rachel Miller)

4 – Rachel Miller





• Expand your knowledge of high trust behaviors 
and how to utilize them in your coaching



• Expand your knowledge of high trust behaviors 
and how to utilize them in your coaching

• Explore and utilize a key coaching skill to better 
support your teacher





Think of a high-trust relationship 
you have.



Think of a high-trust relationship 
you have.

How would you describe this person and relationship? 

What is the impact on you and others?
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Think of a low-trust relationship 
you have.
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you have.
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What is the impact on you and others?



In one to two words, describe 
action(s) you take to build trust.

(Example: Take Interest)

















Identify which trust building behaviors to 
incorporate.

What language (questions, validating 
statements, etc.) might you use to 
address the situation?





Your participating teacher tends to blame the 
students for the classroom management issues 
going on in the class. You have noticed that your 

meetings tend to be consumed by this, and you’re 
finding difficulty guiding your teacher to see his/her 

role in addressing these issues.



Share which trust building behaviors you chose to incorporate.
Share the language (questions, validating statements, etc.) you might use 
to address the situation.

Breakout Room Discussion:

Your participating teacher tends to blame the 
students for the classroom management issues 
going on in the class. You have noticed that your 

meetings tend to be consumed by this, and you’re 
finding difficulty guiding your teacher to see his/her 

role in addressing these issues.



Share which trust building behaviors you chose to incorporate.
Share the language (questions, validating statements, etc.) you might use 
to address the situation.

Breakout Room Discussion:

Your participating teacher tends to blame the 
students for the classroom management issues 
going on in the class. You have noticed that your 

meetings tend to be consumed by this, and you’re 
finding difficulty guiding your teacher to see his/her 

role in addressing these issues.





Considering your situation with your 
participating teacher, please respond to the 
following questions in your handout under 

“My Scenario”.







Welcome!













Acknowledging

Summarizing/Organizing

Abstracting



Acknowledging: Restating the essence of your teacher’s 
statements to identify the most important point (which may include 
their state of emotions).

Summarizing/Organizing: Summarizing the key elements of your 
teacher’s statement in a cohesive way (Especially useful when they 
are sharing a lot about separate “jumbled issues”).

Abstracting: The abstracting paraphrase takes the thinking to a 
whole different level of thought. It can help to deliver insight, open 
up solutions for the teacher, and enable them to see the bigger 
picture or the needed details to move forward.













Theory to Practice: Conversation #1



Determine who is Partner A and Partner B. Partner A will share their response to 
the first prompt. Partner B will share their response to the first prompt next.

Then, repeat this pattern for Prompt #2.

Breakout Room Discussion:

Theory to Practice: Conversation #1



Theory to Practice: Conversation #2



Theory to Practice: Conversation #2



Determine who who is Partner A and Partner B. Partner B will adopt the mentee 
role and will share about their situation. While the mentee is sharing Partner A, 
will actively listen and paraphrase when necessary as if their coach.

Fifteen minutes will be allocated. The first conversation will be about 7 minutes 
and then Partner A and B will switch roles to spend 7 minutes on the second 
conversation.
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